GENERATIONAL

DIVERSITY
Are generational differences in the
workplace a greater issue now?
Increasing diversity in age groups
calls for added awareness of multiple
communication styles.
BY ARIN REEVES, PH.D.

Do you know what this text means? See the
bottom of the next page for the answer.
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BY NOW, YOU HAVE PROBABLY read
about this topic, discussed it, perhaps added
your own perspectives to the ongoing dialogue. You may have even wondered why
this topic is garnering so much attention
these days. Haven’t there always been different generations in the workplace, with
differences between them? As George Orwell
noted on this issue almost a century ago,
“Each generation imagines itself to be more
intelligent than the one that went before
it, and wiser than the one that comes after
it.” Has the idea of generational differences
changed, and does it warrant more attention
today than in previous years?
There have, indeed, always been different generations in the workplace, and they
haven’t always agreed on much there. However, the number of generations coexisting
on the job today — and the way they disagree — has definitely made the management
of generational issues a greater challenge than
ever before, demanding sophisticated leadership skills.
In the late 1970s, the workplace comprised
three major groups: the Silent Generation
(born between 1900 and 1927, 23.6 percent), the Traditionalists (1927-1947, 39.6
percent) and the Baby Boomers (19471965, 36.4 percent). These groups occu-
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pied their expected rungs in occupational
hierarchies, with upward movement linked
to length of time served and power defined
through formal roles and titles. Managing
these three generations at work was usually quite simple, because disagreements
were contained within a strict hierarchy.
The Baby Boomers might have thought
the Silent Generation was dead wrong, but
they would not have dared say so, at least
not directly. If and when cross-generational
communication conflicts arose, they would
have been quickly dismissed as the natural
friction of one generation fighting for authority as another slowly releases it through
expected retirement.
In contrast, today’s complex workplace
may have anywhere from three to five generations coexisting. We still have the Silent
Generation (the youngest, in their early 80s,
are a very small percentage of many workplaces but are most visible in professions
like academia, law, politics and finance), the
Traditionalists (about 8 percent) and the
Baby Boomers (39.9 percent). We now also
have Generation X (born between 1965 and
1981, 35 percent) and Generation Y/Millennials (1981-1999, 16 percent).
Five generations and a brand-new work
arena. Traditional hierarchical rungs have
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“work to live” value where compensation is
a means, not an end). Leaders should create
and sustain workplace cultures that allow
these different (and sometimes conflicting)
values to coexist, not compete. The variances in both the content and the expression
of these different values should be leveraged
to deliver better results.

Three Key
Leadership Strategies
1. Address the topic of generational differences directly and explicitly. Deliver
a clear message that these differences
are to be respected and leveraged, not
debated and resolved. Create opportunities for productive dialogue and
encourage the creation of cross-generational teams to work through strategic
or administrative concerns.
2. Refine feedback and evaluation processes to focus on results, not process.
Set a nonnegotiable standard for excellence regarding results, but nudge the
Baby Boomers to not micromanage
the process. Gen X and Gen Y may do
it very differently than Baby Boomers,
but they will arrive at the same or even
better results if their process is not constrained to Baby Boomer preferences.
3. Create alternative paths to success, and
allow for individualized compensation
packages. Again, the bottom line of
success can be the same, but the ability
to personalize a career path and compensation package will get you more
loyalty from Gen X and Gen Y than
merely increasing compensation.
The generational gaps exist, but their
ability to be bridged through effective leadership — or widened through neglect — is a
choice that divides the workplaces that are
moving forward from ones that are standing
still.
Dr. Arin Reeves (arin@nextions.com) is president of the newly formed consulting firm
Nextions.
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been made obsolete as modern technology
creates new entrepreneurial and other opportunities, while medical advances have
allowed many Silent Generationers and
Baby Boomers to delay their retirements by
up to 20 years.
With more generations in a rapidly changing workplace, the structure and substance of
their differences have shifted dramatically to
include not just the content of disagreements
but the communication modes through
which they are expressed. Variances between
expectations of the workplace, perspectives
on work-life balance and the prioritization of
certain values over others are nothing new,
but they are magnified and exacerbated by
the differences in choosing in-person meetings, telephone conversations, e-mails, texts
or other social media as the primary method
of expression.
For example, if a Baby Boomer and a
Gen Y disagree about what should be valued
in the workplace, the Baby Boomer will try
to express his opinion through in-person
meetings or telephone calls, while the Gen
Y will attempt to e-mail or blog her perspectives. (Other inclusion issues such as gender,
racial/ethnic and sexual orientation diversity
add additional layers to this conversation,
which will not be explored in this article.)
Although disagreements in 2010 may be
similar to those in 1970, people in the workplace were more likely to speak the same
communication language in 1970.
What does this mean for leaders who realize the necessity for closing these communication gaps to create stronger organizations
that leverage the differences for strength
instead of attempting to survive by avoiding
the generational fault lines? Baby Boomers
in leadership positions may be tempted to
lead from the perspective by which they
were led (hierarchy, organizational loyalty,
compensation as feedback and a “live to
work” value), but they need to look beyond
their own points of view to consider how
Gen X and Gen Y want to be led (flat/team
models, independence over loyalty and a
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An overﬂow audience of lawyers, judges
and law students attended the annual
Dialogue on Diversity program at the
SDCBA Bar Center.
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